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ABSTRACT
Motivation: The Edinburgh Mouse Atlas and Gene Expres-
sion Database project has developed a digital atlas of mouse
development to provide a spatio-temporal framework for spa-
tially mapped data such as in situ gene expression and cell
lineage. As part of this database, a mouse embryo anatomy
ontology has been created. A formalization of this anatomy is
required to document its precise semantics and how it is used
in the context of the Mouse Atlas.
Results: The paper describes the existing anatomy ontology
and formalizes aspects of it using a predicate logic based
approach. It therefore provides a guide for users of the current
version of the ontology, as well as the basis for a description
of the anatomy using an ontology language, such as OWL,
thus enabling future work on reasoning about the Mouse Atlas
in the context of an intelligent gene expression bioinformatics
workflow system. The logic has been implemented in a Prolog
prototype.
Availability: The Mouse Atlas is available on-line at http://
genex.hgu.mrc.ac.uk
Contact: Albert.Burger@hgu.mrc.ac.uk

1 INTRODUCTION
The Edinburgh Mouse Atlas (EMAP) and Gene Expression
(EMAGE) Database project (Bruneet al., 1999; Davidson
and Baldock, 2001; Davidsonet al., 1997; Ringwaldet al.,
1994) (Mouse Atlas*—an asterisk indicates a URL; Table 2)
has developed a digital atlas of mouse development, which
provides a bioinformatics framework to spatially reference
biological data. The core databases contain three-dimensional
(3D) grey-level reconstructions of the mouse embryo at vari-
ous stages of development, a systematic nomenclature of
the embryo anatomy (the anatomy ontology), and defined
3D regions (domains) of the embryo models that map the
anatomy ontology on to the spatial models. Through the
3D domains, users can navigate from the spatial representa-
tion of the embryo to the ontology and vice versa. Data
from anin situ gene expression database is spatially mapped
on to the atlas allowing the users to query gene expression
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patterns using the 3D embryo model and/or the ontology as a
reference.

As with all developments of ontologies, there is a trade-
off between the effort that can be expended on its creation
and the level of formalization and detail that can be achieved,
the current version of the mouse anatomy ontology is rel-
atively informal. With a view to integrate the Mouse Atlas
system with other bioinformatics resources, and as part of
the ongoing efforts to develop the ontology further, work
has been carried out in formalizing aspects of the cur-
rent representation of the anatomy, giving a more precise
description of its semantics. This description will aid other
researchers in making correct use of the currently avail-
able version of the ontology. It also provides the basis for
further development work, such as the representation of
the mouse embryo anatomy using an ontology language,
e.g.OWL*.

The work presented here is only an example of a larger effort
by the bioinformatics community to produce useful biolo-
gical ontologies. For example, the Gene Ontology Consortium
(GO*), has published ontologies formolecular functions,bio-
logical processesandcellular components. A number of other
shared vocabularies for use within genomics and proteom-
ics can be found on the open Biological Ontologies (OBO*)
web site.

In this paper, we will not discuss the respective advantages
and disadvantages of different ways of representing anatomy
ontologies. The purpose here is not to propose a general ana-
tomy ontology structure, but to report on an existing anatomy
ontology and its use in a real bioinformatics application. For
related work on anatomy ontologies, we refer the interested
reader to the relevant literature, such as work carried in the
GALEN* andVisible Human* projects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives an introduction to the mouse embryo onto-
logy developed for the Mouse Atlas. Section 3 describes
the formalization of various aspects of this ontology. A
prototype implementation of the formalization is outlined
in Section 4. Brief comments on the use ofis–a relation-
ships and description logics are given in Sections 5 and 6,
respectively. The paper is concluded in Section 7, sum-
marizing the research carried out thus far and describing
future work.
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Fig. 1. Anatomy Stage Browser: showing top three levels of the
mouse anatomy at Theiler stage 6.

2 MOUSE EMBRYO ANATOMY OVERVIEW

2.1 Basic anatomy trees
Following the description of mouse embryo development
by Theiler (1989), the anatomy ontology is organized into
26 developmental stages, referred to asTheiler stages
(TS1–TS26). Each stage is primarily organized as astruc-
tural part–of tree. Figure 1 shows part of the top three levels
of the tree at TS6. (The browser shown in the figure is available
on-line at theMouse Atlas* web site.)

The tissues represented by subnodes of a node in the tree
are intended to benon-overlapping (exclusive)andcomplete,
i.e. they describeall distinct parts of the parent tissue. (In
this paper, the term ‘tissue’ is used in a very generic way,
meaning both: whole anatomical structures as well as specific
tissues.) For example, in Figure 1, thetrophectoderm
consists of themural trophectoderm and thepolar
trophectoderm, which aredistinct from each other and
are theonlyparts of thetrophectoderm at that stage. The
requirement for the anatomy ontology to be non-overlapping
and complete was a design decision by the biologists who
developed it, rather than a constraint needed for its formaliza-
tion. The formalization does, however, take advantage of this
constraint for some of its reasoning (an example is given in
Section 3.2.3).

2.2 Groups of tissues
Although most biologists will probably find the givenpart–of
hierarchy intuitive and easy to understand, it does not present
the only possible way of structuring a mouse embryo anatomy
ontology. For example, a scientist with a special interest in the

nervous system, or one with a special interest in the devel-
opment of the skeleton, is likely to look for groupings of
tissues that are not directly supported by the given primary
tree structure.

For example, at TS19 the nodeembryo has subnodes
skeleton—representing the entire embryo’s skeleton apart
from the part in the tail—andtail (amongst others). The
tail node has a subnode calledskeleton, which denotes
the part of the skeleton found in the tail. There is no single
node in the ontology that refers to the entire skeleton of the
mouse at TS19. Hence, one may want to introduce a new group
node that links to the existing two skeleton nodes and would
therefore represent the entire skeleton of the mouse embryo
at TS19.

To enable such alternative views of the anatomy, so-called
groups have been introduced into the ontology. A group
is essentially a new term that is being added. As with the
‘primary tissues’ of the trees, a group is represented as a node
that has subnodes, which identify the tissues that arepart of
this new group. The sub-nodes may either be primary tis-
sues or other groups. Although ‘sibling’ primary and group
nodes are not necessarily exclusive—they may share common
subnodes—thecompletenessassumption still holds. When a
new group is added, in addition to identifying the ‘sub-parts’
of this new group, it is also necessary to determine what this
group is part of. Note that even after the addition of group
nodes, the only type of relationship between tissues thus far
is that ofstructural part–of.

With the introduction of groups, the graph representing the
ontology changes from a set ofrooted directed treesto the
more general form of a set ofrooted directed acyclic graphs,
rooted DAGs.

2.3 Abstract mouse
Originally invented as a schema design for the object-oriented
database system used to store the anatomy, the idea of an
abstract mousehas subsequently also proved helpful at the
conceptual level. The abstract mouse is effectively a time-
independent ‘summary graph’ of all anatomy tissues found
during the development of the mouse and can be used to refer
to an anatomical concept, such asheart, without the need
to specify a particular developmental stage.

The abstract mouse is algorithmically derived from the
existing stage-dependent anatomy. Essentially, the set of
nodes in the DAG for the abstract mouse is the union of the
sets of nodes of the 26 stage-specific DAGs. There is a link
between two nodes in the abstract mouse DAG, if there is a
corresponding link in any of the 26 stage DAGs.

While this works well at the database implementation level,
it introduces a problem at the conceptual level: the same tissue
concept may be represented more than once in the abstract
mouse. For example, at TS12 we have/embryo/organ
system/cardiovascular system/heart/primi-
tive heart tube/outflow tract, whereas at TS13,
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Fig. 2. Abstract Mouse: multiple representation of ‘outflow tract’ collapsed into a single node.

we have/embryo/organ system/cardiovascular
system/heart/outflow tract. The abstract mouse
graph containsoutflow tract twice (Figure 2: Abstract
Mouse, Version 1), each with its ownaccess id(accession
number).

To be able to avoid this problem, distinct nodes in the
abstract mouse, which conceptually refer to the same tissue
must be marked in some way. From a modelling perspective,
this can be achieved through the introduction of a new rela-
tionship between tissue nodes in the abstract mouse; we shall
call this new relationshipsameAs. We note that thissameAs
equivalence really only holds at the time-independent con-
text of the abstract mouse, since theoutflow tract of
the primitive heart tube at stage TS12 is physic-
ally not identical to theoutflow tract of the heart
at stage TS13.

Adding sameAsrelationships to the abstract mouse can-
not be automated, i.e. algorithmically derived from the
stage-based anatomy, but requires additional input from devel-
opmental biologists. Work is currently under way to extend
the existing Mouse Atlas anatomy (EMAP) accordingly.

When presenting the abstract mouse to the user, it may be
best to ‘collapse’ all nodes of asameAsfamily into a single
node, as illustrated in Figure 2 (Abstract Mouse, Version
2), although semantically this is no different from keeping
the original abstract mouse graph amended with additional
sameAslinks.

2.4 Lineage data
To track the development of tissue over time, so-calledlin-
eage datais included in the anatomy ontology. Lineage

is modelled as aderivedFromlink between tissue nodes in the
stage-based anatomy, either within a single stage or across two
stages. Lineage is a many-to-many relationship, i.e. a single
tissue may be derived from a number of different tissues at an
earlier time, and may become part of a number of different
tissues at a later time.

The notion of tissue as a concept becomes difficult when
adding lineage. At what point do two tissues linked through
lineage become two different tissues conceptually? For
example, most biologists would probably agree that the
heart at TS12 and theheart at TS13 are referring to
the same concept ofheart. However, is thefuture brain
at stage TS16 conceptually the same as thebrain at stage
TS17? These discussions are beyond the scope of this paper.

3 FORMAL REPRESENTATION

3.1 Anatomy graphs
As we have seen earlier, the anatomy is largely described in
hierarchical terms. To simplify the discussion of our formal-
ization, we will use the following terminology. Afull name
of an anatomical tissue is given as ann-tuple:(t0, t1, . . . , tn).
Thepath nameof the tissue is(t0, t1, . . . , tn−1). Thecompon-
ent nameis tn. For example, given the tissue name (using a
file directory style notation):

/embryo/branchial arch/3rd arch/branchial pouch/

endoderm/dorsal
its full name is:

(embryo,branchial arch,3rd arch,branchial pouch,
endoderm,dorsal),
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its path name is:
(embryo,branchial arch,3rd arch,branchial pouch,
endoderm),

and its component name is:
dorsal.

Each tissue also has a uniqueidentifier, a Mouse Atlas
accession number. We use predicatetissue(X,FN) to state
that the tissue with identifierX hasFN as its full name. Pre-
dicatehasPart(X,Y ) represents the fact that tissueY is part
of tissueX; X andY are unique tissue identifiers.

Let predicatespName(FN,PN) and cName(FN,CN)

represent the fact thatPN andCN are thepath nameand
component nameof the full nameFN , respectively. The fol-
lowing constraints must hold for all primary anatomy trees,
i.e. without the addition of groups:

(1) A full name uniquely identifies a tissue, i.e. there are
no two tissues with the same full name.

tissue(X,FNx) ∧ tissue(Y,FNy)

∧ FNx = FNy → X = Y .

(2) The full name of a node is the path name of all its
immediate sub-part nodes:

hasPart(X,Y ) ∧ tissue(X,FNx)

∧ tissue(Y,FNy) ∧ pName(FNy,PNy)

→ FNx = PNy.

We say tissueX is a super-part of tissue Z if there
exists ahasPart path fromX to Z, e.g.hasPart(X,Y ) and
hasPart(Y,Z). X is asub-partof tissueY , if Y is a super-part
of X. Formally, we definesuperPart(X,Z) andsubPart(X,Z)
recursively as follows:

hasPart(X,Z) ∨ (hasPart(X,Y ) ∧ superPart(Y,Z))

→ superPart(X,Z)

superPart(Z,X) → subPart(X,Z).

As previously discussed, there is a need to complement the
primary anatomy hierarchies withgroups. In general, primary
and group nodes can be treated equally. Hence, the same pre-
dicatestissueandhasPartare used to represent groups in the
ontology. However, for some of the reasoning we need to be
able to distinguish them.

The predicateprimary(X) is true, if X is a primary node.
Predicategroup(X) is true, if X is a group node. All nodes
are either primary or group, but not both:

primary(X) ∧ group(X)→⊥
Unless explicitly stated otherwise [using predicates

primary(X) and group(X)], rules concerning anatomical
tissues and their properties, including the propagation of

properties as described in Section 3.2.3, apply to all tissues,
primary as well as groups.

There are a number of constraints that groups must adhere
to; too many to list them all, so we will only give one example,
the definition of aminimal group.

Assume tissuea has partsb and c, and someone wishes
to create a new group tissueg that consists ofb, c and d

(d is not part ofa). An obvious way to achieve this would be
to addhasPart(g,b), hasPart(g, c)andhasPart(g,d). How-
ever, we would like to keep the graphminimal, i.e. place
hasPartlinks at the highest appropriate level. In our example,
instead of addinghasPart(g,b) andhasPart(g, c) we should
addhasPart(g,a). We generalize this idea into theminimal
groupconstraint.

Before giving a formal definition for this constraint,
the concept of shared parts is introduced. Predicate
sharedParts(X,Y ) states thatX and Y have at least one
common part:

hasPart(X,Z) ∧ hasPart(Y,Z)

→ sharedParts(X,Y )

Definition 1. GroupG is minimal, if for every tissueT
it shares some part with, at least one of the parts ofT is not
also a part ofG:

∀T · sharedParts(T,G) · ∃X · hasPart(T,X)

∧ ¬hasPart(G,X) → minGroup(G)

Being able to formulate constraints such as the one above,
is one of the benefits of formalizing an ontology. We have also
formalized aspects of the abstract mouse and lineage data, but
omit the details here to keep the paper consise.

3.2 Properties of tissues
3.2.1 Tissues and their propertiesAs discussed above, the
anatomy serves as a framework for other biological data, i.e.
it allows us to index that data using anatomical tissues as keys.
To capture this association between tissues and other data, we
introduce the concept ofproperties. We use:

pose(P ,T ) to state that there is experimental evidence that
tissueT has propertyP , and

nege(P ,T ) to state that there is experimental evidence that
tissueT doesnothave propertyP .

For example, letgenex(X)denote the property that geneX is
expressed, we can then write:

pose(genex(X),T ) to state that geneX has been found to be
expressed in tissueT , and

nege(genex(Y ),T to state that geneY has been found not to
be expressed in tissueT .
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More generally, we write

pos(P,T ) to state that it is known that tissueT has propertyP ,
and

neg(P,T ) to state that it is known that tissueT does not have
propertyP .

A tissue is known to have, or not to have, a certain property
either because of direct experimental evidence:

pose(P ,T ) → pos(P,T ), and

nege(P ,T ) → neg(P,T ),

or because of the propagation of properties (see below).

3.2.2 Negation of knowledge about propertiesThe nega-
tion of thepospredicate does not imply that the corresponding
negpredicate is true. For example,¬pos(genex(X),T ) simply
states that whether geneX is expressed in tissueT is not
known. It does not mean that we know that geneX is not
expressed in tissueT . Similarly, the negation of theneg pre-
dicate does not imply that the correspondingpos predicate is
true. In general, the following holds for any propertyP :

¬pos(P,T ) �→ neg(P,T ), and

¬neg(P,T ) �→ pos(P,T ).

However, if we know that a particular propertyP is true for
tissueT , we also know that it cannot at the same time be the
case that the property is not true, and vice versa. Therefore,

pos(P,T ) → ¬neg(P,T ), and

neg(P,T ) → ¬pos(P,T ).

3.2.3 Propagation of propertiesIf a tissue has a certain
property, for example that it expresses geneX, then we know
that the same property holds for its parent tissues. How-
ever, the fact that a property holds for some tissue does not
imply that it holds for all its sub-part tissues. Formally, we say:

pos(P,Y ) ∧ hasPart(X,Y ) → pos(P,X), and

pos(P,X) ∧ hasPart(X,Y ) �→ pos(P,Y ).

If we know that a certain tissue does not have a particular
property, then it must be the case that none of its sub-part
tissues have this property. However, it does not imply that its
parent tissue will also not have this property:

neg(P,X) ∧ hasPart(X,Y ) → neg(P,Y ), and

neg(P,Y ) ∧ hasPart(X,Y ) �→ neg(P,X).

In summary, ‘positive knowledge’ about a tissue’s proper-
ties propagates up the anatomy hierarchy, whereas ‘negative
knowledge’ about a tissue’s properties propagates down the
anatomy hierarchy.

However, because of thecompletenesscondition of sub-
nodes, if it is known that all immediate sub-part tissues of
tissueX do not have a certain propertyP , then neither can
X. In caseX is a primary tissue node, it is sufficient if all the
immediate primary sub-part tissues do not have propertyP

for this also to be true forX.
To simplify the formalization of this propagation

rule, we introduce predicatesnotallneg(P,X) and
notallprimaryneg(P,X). The former is true if at least for one
of the immediate sub-part nodes ofX neg(P ,Y ) does not
hold. The latter is true ifX is a primary node and for at least
one of its immediate primary sub-part nodesneg(P ,Y ) does
not hold:

hasPart(X,Y ) ∧ ¬neg(P ,Y )

→ notallneg(P,X)

hasPart(X,Y ) ∧ primary(Y ) ∧ ¬neg(P ,Y )

→ notallprimaryneg(P,X)

We can now add the following two propagation rules for
negative knowledge:

hasPart(X,Y ) ∧ neg(P ,Y ) ∧ ¬notallneg(P ,X)

→ neg(P ,X)

hasPart(X,Y ) ∧ primary(X)∧ primary(Y )∧
neg(P ,Y ) ∧ ¬notallprimaryneg(P,X)

→ neg(P ,X)

3.2.4 Maybe properties Let us assume that geneG is
expressed in tissueX [ pos(genex(G),X)] and thatY is a
sub-part tissue ofX [subPart(Y,X)], then we do not know
for certain whether or not geneG is expressed in tissueY (no
downward propagation of positive knowledge).

However, we may want to interpret the fact that geneG is
expressed in one ofY ’s super-part tissues as some indication
that it may also be expressed inY itself. Of course, in reality
this may not be the case, but in the absence of any other firm
knowledge, this assumption can still be useful. A similar argu-
ment holds for negative knowledge and upwards propagation
of properties.

We therefore introduce the notion ofmaybeproperties.
Predicatesmaybe_posandmaybe_negare defined as follows:

hasPart(X,Y ) ∧ pose(P ,X) ∧ ¬neg(P,Y )

→ maybe_pos(P,Y ), and

hasPart(X,Y ) ∧ nege(P ,Y ) ∧ ¬pos(P,X)

→ maybe_neg(P ,X).
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Fig. 3. Propagation of properties: the example illustrates how knowledge is propagated up and down thepart–ofhierarchy. Where appropriate,
arrows indicate direction of propagation and labels show which rules have been applied.

In the absence of any contrary information,maybeproper-
ties can also propagate along the hierarchies:

hasPart(X,Y ) ∧ maybe_pos(P,X) ∧ ¬neg(P ,Y )

→ maybe_pos(P,Y ), and

hasPart(X,Y ) ∧ maybe_neg(P,Y ) ∧ ¬pos(P ,X)

→ maybe_neg(P,X).

Figure 3 shows a summary of the property propagation rules
that can be applied. Only the three nodes marked eitherpose or
nege have been annotated with properties obtained from actual
experiments. All but one of the remaining nodes were associ-
ated with properties following the propagation rules described
above.

3.3 Queries
Given the representation of anatomy tissues and their prop-
erties, we can now formulate the answers to a number of
basic queries. We use gene-expression as an example prop-
erty. The queries and the logical expressions to answer them
are given in Table 1. The first four queries are equivalent to
typical questions biologists put to the Mouse Atlas using the
EMAGE interface (accessible on-line). Themay_bequeries
reflect an extension of the current system that is implemented
in the Mouse Atlas database server, and will soon be available
on-line through EMAGE.

More complicated queries can of course also be constructed.
For example, to answer the query ‘Find all genes which are
co-expressed in tissuet1, but which are not co-expressed in

Table 1. Queries

Input Query statement in logic

Which genes are definitely expressed in tissueT ?
T pos(genex(G),T )

Which genes are definitely not expressed in tissueT ?
T neg(genex(G),T )

In which tissues is geneG definitely expressed?
G pos(genex(G),T )

In which tissues is geneg definitely not expressed?
G neg(genex(G),T )

Which genes are maybe (but not definitely) expressed in tissueT ?
T maybe_pos(genex(G),T ) ∧ ¬pos(genex(G),T )

Which genes are maybe not expressed in tissueT ?
T maybe_neg(genex(G),T ) ∧ ¬neg(genex(G),T )

In which tissues is geneG maybe (but not definitely) expressed?
G maybe_pos(genex(G),T ) ∧ ¬pos(genex(G),T )

In which tissues is geneG maybe not expressed?
G maybe_neg(genex(G),T ) ∧ ¬neg(genex(G),T )

The table shows a number of basic queries typically used in EMAP/EMAGE, and the
logic expressions used to answer these queries.

tissuet2.’, we could write:

pos(genex(G1),t1) ∧ pos(genex(G2), t1)

∧ ¬(pos(genex(G1),t2) ∧ pos(genex(G2), t2))

Please note that the second (negated) part of this expression
simply states that there is currently no evidence thatG1 and
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G2 are co-expressed in tissuet2. A more strict interpreta-
tion of the query might be that there is evidence that the co-
expression fort2 does not hold, in which case we should
rewrite the solution as:

pos(genex(G1),t1) ∧ pos(genex(G2), t1)

∧ (neg(genex(G1),t2) ∨ neg(genex(G2), t2))

It is exactly this semantic precision when dealing with such
queries that is a key benefit of formalizing the mouse anatomy
and associated data.

4 PROTOTYPE

4.1 Prolog implementation
A prototype implementation for the logic discussed in this
paper has been developed using Prolog (Bratko, 2000).
The underlying knowledge base uses the following Prolog
predicates:

tissue(TID,[N1,N2,N3,...]).
to capture tissue names and IDs;T ID is the ID
for the tissue with the name represented by the list
[N1,N2,N3, . . .];

hasPart(TID1,TID2).
to capture that the tissue with IDT ID2 is apart of the
tissue with IDT ID1;

pos_e(genex(G),TID).
as discussed in Section 3.2;

neg_e(genex(G),TID).
as discussed in Section 3.2;

For example, let tissue/embryo/branchial arch/3rd
arch/branchial pouch/endodermhave a part calleddorsal
(tissue IDs 123 and 124, respectively) and let there be experi-
mental evidence that genemsx1is expressed in thedorsal, our
knowledge base would contain the following:

tissue(123,[’embryo’,’branchial arch’,
’3rd arch’,’branchial pouch’,
’endoderm’]).

tissue(124,[’embryo’,’branchial arch’,
’3rd arch’,’branchial pouch’,
’endoderm’,’dorsal’]).

hasPart(123,124).
pos_e(genex(msx1),124).

The rules presented in previous sections can also eas-
ily be translated into the corresponding Prolog code. For
example, the propagation rule for positive knowledge can be
written as:

pos(P,T) :- pos_e(P,T).
pos(P,X) :- hasPart(X,Y), pos(P,Y).

Similarly, the propagation of positivemaybe properties can
be written as:

maybe_pos(P,Y) :- hasPart(X,Y),
pos_e(P,X),
\+ neg(P,Y).

maybe_pos(P,Y) :- hasPart(X,Y),
maybe_pos(P,X),
\+ neg(P,Y).

The propagation of negative knowledge has similar
implementations.

The question: ‘Which genes are expressed in the
/embryo/branchial arch/3rd arch/branchial pouch/endoderm?’
can be expressed in the following Prolog query:

tissue(ID,[’embryo’,’branchial arch’,
’3rd arch’,’branchial pouch’,
’endoderm’]),

pos(genex(G),ID).

Assuming the above knowledge base, the Prolog interpreter
would find 123 as the ID for the given tissue and then find
msx1 as the gene expressed in that tissue (using positive
knowledge propagation).

4.2 Evaluation
The purpose of the logic presented is to give a precise semantic
description of the Mouse Atlas anatomy ontology. The Prolog
prototype provides an independent—from the actual Mouse
Atlas system—implementation of this logic. Hence, the Pro-
log implementation is used to verify that the logic described
provides an accurate description of the relevant parts of the
actual system. Therefore, the evaluation of the logic was car-
ried out by answering a variety of queries using the actual
Mouse Atlas system as well as the Prolog prototype and check-
ing that the results obtained were consistent. The first set of
queries only dealt with the anatomy itself, e.g. finding tissues
that match certain strings, and finding super-parts and sub-
parts of tissues. Additional queries included gene-expression
data examples and propagation of properties. For the Prolog
queries, the complete anatomy ontology was exported from
the actual system in the form of the above predicates. A small
gene-expression knowledge base was created manually based
on actual data in the Mouse Atlas. Although we have not car-
ried out an exhaustive test suite, covering all data in the Mouse
Atlas, based on the numerous examples that were successfully
tested, we are confident that the logic presented in this paper is
an accurate description of the Mouse Atlas anatomy ontology.

4.3 Availability
A Prolog knowledge base, using the predicates described in
this section, representing the complete Mouse Atlas anatomy
ontology is available on-line from the Mouse Atlas web site
(Table 2 for URL).
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Table 2. Cited websites

Name URL

DAML + OIL www.daml.org
Mouse Atlas genex.hgu.mrc.ac.uk
GALEN www.opengalen.org
OWL www.w3.org
GO www.geneontology.org
OBO obo.sourceforge.net
Visible human www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/visible_human.html

5 ON THE USE OF IS–A RELATIONSHIPS
Many ontologies make use of so-calledis–a relationships,
which indicate that a concept is of a certain type or a kind of
other concept. For example, one could say that acardiac
muscle is a kind ofmuscle. The current version of the
Mouse Atlas ontology does not useis–arelationships, but only
usespart–of—using predicatehasPart() in our formaliza-
tion. One might argue that some of thesepart–ofrelationships
might more accurately be modelled asis–a types. In order to
decide when to usepart–ofor is–a, it may be helpful to look
at the irrespective property propagation rules.

Unlike forhasPartrelationships, in the case ofis–a, positive
as well as negative knowledge is inherited by its sub-nodes,
i.e. downward propagated. For example, ifsomite 6 is–a
somite, then ifsomite expresses geneG, then so do all
its sub-nodes, i.e. geneG is also expressed insomite 6. If,
however,somite 6 is part–ofa biggersomite structure,
and we know that geneG is expressed insomite, this does
not imply thatG is also expressed insomite 6.

Hence, the decision of whether to useis–aor part–ofrela-
tionships, and the associated propagation of knowledge about
tissues, is primarily a matter of requirements, rather than one
of computational technology. The model should be able to
reflect the actual knowledge obtained from biological experi-
mentation. The mapping of gene expression data on to the
Mouse Atlas is consistent with the use ofpart–ofrelationships
in its anatomy ontology.

6 ON THE USE OF DESCRIPTION LOGICS
There is currently a lot of interest in the use ofDescription
Logic(DL) based languages for ontologies, specific-
ally, DAML + OIL*, and its successorOWL* (Web Ontology
Language). DLs are generally a subset of languages such as
Prolog, but computationally more efficient. We are currently
looking at the use of OWL for the description of the mouse
anatomy ontology. The interest here lies in the representation
of the anatomy itself as well as how best to achieve the type
of reasoning described in this paper. A detailed discussion of
OWL for the mouse anatomy ontology, however, is beyond the
scope of this document and will be described in another paper.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The EMAP and EMAGE project has developed a mouse
embryo anatomy ontology for use in a digital atlas of mouse
development. This anatomy ontology is used in a spatio-
temporal framework for spatially mapped data such asin-situ
gene-expression.

In this paper, a formal description of the ontology is given
using predicate-based logic. The primary purpose of this
formalization is to make explicit the semantics of the cur-
rent anatomy and its use for gene-expression data. However,
it also serves as the basis for a review of the ontology and its
representation in a description logic-based language, such as
DAML + OIL or OWL.

The formalization presented captures the structuralpart–
of hierarchy of the anatomy and cell-lineage information. It
explicitly distinguishes between not knowing whether a tissue
has a certain property, e.g. gene-expression, and knowing that
a tissue definitely does not have a particular property. It also
formalizes the propagation of properties along thepart–of
hierarchy. Finally, it supports so-calledmaybe properties, for
which there is no definite but some circumstantial evidence.

The logic has been implemented in a Prolog prototype sys-
tem. The prototype allows the testing of the logic and, since
independently implemented from the actual Mouse Atlas sys-
tem, the verification of some of the publicly accessible EMAP
and EMAGE applications.

A Prolog version of the complete EMAP anatomy onto-
logy is available on-line at the Mouse Atlas web site.
Plans are under way also to export the EMAGE data
set into a Prolog knowledge base to facilitate additional
experiments with the prototype. Also, work is progress-
ing on the use of OWL for describing mouse anatomy.
Finally, future work is aimed at extending the logical rep-
resentation of knowledge about mouse embryo anatomy
and gene-expression data in support of intelligent workflow
systems.
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